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Spectral Representatlon: Timbre Characteristics of
the Harpsichord, Kota,and Qannn
Senem Acar
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Introduction
The communicative means of the music, the sound object, is ephemeral. By its
very nature, it is destined to perish unless it can be somehow recorded and represented. Virtually every culture has achieved some kind of notation system permitting the representation of certain musical features through prescriptive symbols
that are an attempt to render aural facts by visual signs ( including hamparsum, ebced
in Ottoman notation, muma in European notation, or syoga in Japanese notation).1
However, the effectiveness of these methods to represent the musical sounds is
öpen to questions relating to the quality of sound, timbre, and tone color. These
questions lead us to the realm of acoustics. One of the most signifıcant aspects
of music, namely timbre, has remained mysterious, and has come to be represented
by spectral analysis methods using Computer technology.
Firstly, for scientific or analytical purposes, there exist the graphic notational
systems of acoustics, by which the mechanical properties of sounds may be exacdy
illustrated on paper or a cathode-ray screen. In respect with the technological representation methods, the first visual tool developed was the oscilloscope. However,
this instrument is incapable of giving much information about timbre, because
timbre is based on the Cfrequency domain’ ( Courtney 2005). Spectrum analysis, however, made possible by advances in digital signal processing, gives us an opportunity to ‘see’ the timbre.2 So, why is to csee’ important in our understanding and
in applying a meaning to this abstract phenomenon? According to neurobiological
scientist Antonio Damasio, “ the factual knowledge required for reasoning and decision-making comes to the mind in the form of images” ( Cogan 1999: 12). Thus,
sound spectra are important to distinguish different sound sources, and to allow
for their perception and determination in the brain.

Ideas on timbre
Concentration on a particular sound and its effect is considered as the soul of
Japanese music ( Mari 2002: 549). The sensibility of the preferences in timbre and
tone color reflect the influence of aesthetics and philosophy. Tomokiyo Yosisane
(1888-1952), the founder of a sect of Shinto, States in his Keigaku sentei ( Guide to
Philosophy of the Spirit) that “nothing is more magical than the spirit of sound in
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this real world. Ali activities in this world are caused by the s pirit of sound.” According to him, the spirit of sound has a power to purify the human heart: “simply
listen to a certain sound quiedy and calm down. That’s ali. . . You do not have to
listen to music” ( Man 2002: 549). The idea of ‘listening to a certain unchangeable
sound’ is manifested in the taste for the single sound of a bronze beli in a Japanese
temple, or in the timbre variants of vocalization observed in syamisen music, no,
and gagaku ( Mari 2002: 551).
Knowledge of the nature of sound and its five essential fundamentals-sympathetic resonance ( or sympathetic vibration known since the antiquity), the harmonic
series, complex tones, beats, and combination tones-derives largely from seventeenth- and eiğhteenth-century scientific advances ( Green and Buder 2001: 247).
Firsdy, the seventeenth-century empirical / experimental revolutionary methods
overturned previously accepted speculative theories in Europe by providing a basis
to physical acoustics that dealt with questions of the quantities and pitch organization. In the nineteenth century, theoreticians were occupied with the objective
sphere of acoustics based upon qualitative investigations and pitch, whereas inquiry
into the mental operation in evaluating these external phenomena was left to the
realm of philosophy. With the mathematical / experimental approach to sensory
issues, the qualitative objective methods of natural Science were applied to the
theories of the psychophysical operations in the hearing mechanism. This interest
lies pardy in the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century intellectual position
that the seeming order of the outer world is simply a distortion of the data received
by the senses. Awareness of the subjective mechanism of sensory perception led
to a radical change from exterior to interior in the concept of these processes. In
other words, infiniteness, subjectivity, and the relativity of out perception came to
be a central reference point in accounting for aural phenomena ( Green and Buder
2001: 250-55).
Reğarding the scientific explanations of timbre, we see that it has been one of
the more vaguely understood aspects of music. Compared to the other perceptual
components of a musical sound-pitch ( related to rapidity of wave) and loudness
( related to amplitude)-timbre has not been evaluated extensively in the experimental
literatüre. The reasons for this relaüve neglect of timbre-at least until the end of
the nineteenth century-most probably lie in its multidimensional nature, in the difficulties encountered in manipulating it in laboratory conditions, and the lack of
any fully accurate or exhaustive definition of timbre ( Hajda 1997: 254-57).3 The
American National Standards Institute ( ANSI) defines timbre as “that attribute of
auditory sensation in terms of which a subject can judge that two sounds similarly
presented and having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar” ( Risset and Wes-
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sel 1990: 113). ANSI also proposes that timbre “depends primarily upon the spectrum of the stimulus, but it also depends upon the waveform, the sound pressure,
the frequency location of the spectrum, and the temporal characteristics of the
stimulus” ( Hajda 1997: 257).
Timbre is a function of various psychophysical and acoustic parameters. Its
acoustic features were examined since the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries in the context of studies of human perception. While distinctions in tone
color can be applied to variations in the distribution of upper partials, on the level
of perception we see that highly subjective terms, such as £soft,’ 'piercing/ fulT or
rich / <hollow> or poor, bright,’ and £dulF are often employed. Two questions on
the perception of timbre are particularly important: Firstly, how can we perceive
and evaluate a complex sound as a single sound, even though it comes into existence with frequency clusters and partial components? And secondly, how does
timbre help us to distinguish sounds of identical pitch and dynamics from one
another?
Since timbre interplays with ali other acoustic parameters of sound, focusing
merely on an isolated tone is insufficient to represent this aspect. As would be proved later in experiments, the composer Arnold Schoenberg, in his Harmonielehre of
1911, suggested that our aural sensation attributes a meaning to a musical sound
in accordance with its function in a melodic, rather than in an isolated, context.4
In the perception of timbre, therefore, we can distinguish between the static condition ( that is, an isolated sound) and the dynamic condition ( a sound heard within
a musical whole or a musical construct) ( Zeren 1997: 373-74). Static timbre perception depends upon the degree of responsivity and sensitivity of the resonator
to certain specific frequencies. It should be kept in mind that even a high-quality
instrument does not respond uniformly at ali frequencies. Indeed, much of the
characteristic timbre of an instrument comes from this very lack of uniformity.
This is also related to the question of formants in the resonator. A formant is a
frequency region where the components are always strong, regardless of the pitch
of the note being sung or played. Indeed, this is the peculiarity which makes a musical sound source recognizable and invariant in case of distortions associated with
computer-based processing, poor recording quality, or lack of appropriate room
acoustic ( Risset and Wessel 1990: 117). In dynamic timbre, on the other hand, the
function of a sound within a whole defines our perception. Analysis of tone color,
therefore, requires an explanation of the choice and succession of the tone colors
in a musical context ( Zeren 1997: 373-74).
Musical sound sources produce a complex amalgam of partial tones. The selection of partials present in an instrument’s sound, and their relative intensities, is
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called the spectrum of the sound. Analysis and notation of spectra offer an important means of comparing tone colors directly. Tone color of a musical sound is “a
bundle of characterisdcs, which has come to be called ( especially in electronic
music) the sound envelope” ( Cogan and Escot 1984: 330).5 The sound envelope
is an important element in forming timbre, and is of course related to the time
domain. One of its three constituents, the attack, occurs during the time from
onset when the vibrating system attains stability or steady State in the form of a
standing wave ( shown in graphs below by a rising waves). Hermann Helmholz defines the steady State, or body, as the “musical part of the tone, properly so called,
which corresponds to a uniformly sustained and regularly periodic motion of the
air” ( 1954: 68). During the steady State the standing wave is supplied by a prolonging energy of the vibrating system, and the decay -shown by a steady, gradual
decline in amplitude- is the phase when the energy no longer supplies the system.
As the multidimensional parameters of the musical sound interact with one other;
even a minute alteration of these parameters -for instance, a very small shortening,
lengthening, softening, or loudening of the impact noise, or a change of its frequency band- alters the sense of tone color, even if ali other characterisdcs remain
unchanged ( Cogan and Escot 1984: 330-31). It is not only the variations that occur
during the onset and offset of a sound that are significant, but also how they
change with time. The spectographic analysis technique, also used for the acoustic
analysis of speech, is a plot of time, frequency, and amplitude.6 Time is plotted on
the horizontal axis, frequency on the vertical scale, and amplitude is shown as the
degree of darkness on the spectogram. The spectra of string instruments are characterized in particular by the richness of their partials ( Cogan and Escot 1984:
360-65). Analysis of spectra compares the intensity of each partial with that of
the loudest partial. In other words, the richness and intensity of each frequency
are considered according to their shade of red, with darkening of red meaning
greater intensity of the partial.7

Timbre characteristics of three instruments
In discussing timbre, the above-mentioned three members of the chordophone
family, representing three different cultures-European ( harpsichord), Japanese
( ,koto), and Turkish ( qanun)-will be subject to spectrographic analysis.8 From the
organological standpoint the three instruments correspond in terms of certain essential acoustical properties. Ali are plucked chordophones and feature a similar
kind of excitation principle: the setting into vibration of one or more strings by
a sudden impulse. On the koto the impulse is provided by plectra from the player’s
finger or thumb; on the qanun it is provided by plectra held in the player’s hand;
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and on the harpsichord a keyboard mechanism transfers the impulse produced by
the quilting system from the player to the string. In each case a resonating body
amplifies the sound generated by the string or strings.
The harpsichord, a string keyboard instrument, is similar to a medium-sized
grand piano but the strings are plucked rather than struck, and are lighter in construction. Usually it has two manuals on a stand with four legs, and its hand-stops
or pedals alter the registration and effects for optional tone coloring. Materials used
in stringing on the typical harpsichords are iron and brass and the mechanism of
the instrument depends on the jack rail. The earliest known reference to a harpsichord goes back to 1397 in Padua and it became in use throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries up to about 1810 ( Ripin 1989: 1). The modern
harpsichord designs almost extensively rely upon the surviving seventeenth -and
eighteenth- century traditional instruments, but the mature mid-eighteenth century
versions in pardcular became popular models for modern reproduction. These
eighteenth-century instruments encompass a rich variety in their national styles,
registrations, and ranges, although they exemplify essential common features.
The koto comes from the same family of the Chinese %heng, the Korean kayagum,
and the Vietnamese dan tranh ( dan thap lutr) ( Tosiko 2002: 695). It has thirteen strings
stretched lengthwise över the soundboard. It is a half-tube, long zither in the form
of an upside-down U, with two fixed, and thirteen movable, wooden bridges: the
nylon or tetron strings ( substitution of traditional silk material) are plucked with
three ivory plectra ( tsume) y which are attached to the thumb, index finger, and
middle finger of the player s right hand. The left-hand techniques of the performer
are used to obtain ornaments, glissandos, microtonal changes, pitch inflections,
and various scalar degrees by increasing or decreasing the tension of the string and
pitch ( Wade 1976: 18-19).
The Turkish qanun, an ancestor of the European box zithers, is trapeziform in
shape, with two of the three sides forming a right angle.9 It has about 25 triple courses of gut or plastic strings ( making in ali 75 strings) , stretched över a set of
metal levers that modify the pitch of the strings. The bridge rests on a narrow strip
of skin, which creates a resonant and percussive sound. The strings are plucked
with plectra (yüksük ) made of tortoise shell, which are attached to the two index
fıngers. An important part of the instrument’s natural amplification system, which
functions as a resonator, is achieved by the fact that the five legs of the qanun’s
lengthy bridge rest on five taut rectangular pieces of fish skin, set along the right
side of the instrument’s face.
Sharing the organological similarity, my chosen instruments can be distinguished
by means of methods of exciting the strings and having different stringing and so-
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undboard designs which characterize their sound quality. In generating the sounds,
the distinctions depend upon the material used to excite the string, the
method / technique of excitation, impedance ratio, and the excitation point. The
direcdon of the pluck, the string to be used, the technique of stopping the string,
the use of multiple attacks, the many forms of vibrato, and pitch manipulation
through glissandos ali create a variety of tone color.10 The loudness, duration, and
frequency spectrum of the attack’s impact noise change; the spectrum and loudness of the body vary; and the release varies too as an outcome of these techniques
( Cogan and Escot 1984: 334). Thus, ali factors are crucial in determining the tone
quality and have various effects on the timbre of the resulting sound; by these
means each sound envelope is distinct ( Campbell, Greated, and Myers 2004: 280).
A performer can directly affect amplitudes with change of his / her plucking style.
On the koto and qanun it is possible to excite the strings directly with the materials
attached to the fingers of the performer, but in the case of the harpsichord the
keyboard mechanism prevents the performer from putting direct pressure on the
strings.11 The excitation mechanism changes the shape of the string and when the
string is released this potential energy periodically turns to be kinetic energy. At
the onset, the shape and hardness of the plucking can gready influence the relative
strengths of the string modes. As mentioned before, on the koto three ivory plectra
and on the qanun tortoise-shell plectra are utilized, and on the harpsichord crows
feathers are used for quill-making. In quilting a single feather is sufficient for three
or four plectra ( Campbell, Greated, and Myers 2004: 338). As a result of sudden
plucking with the hard material,
one single point is abruptly set in
modon, because of its inacdvity,
the peak of the excitadon point
comes
in fore of the normal stanM
ding position of the string. In that
way, there comes out a sharper
angle and amplitudes suddenly
decrease. The qanun can be held
as an example for this shown İn
Figüre l .a. Immediately after the
attack, the remainder of the string
turns to be at rest.

Figüre 1 . The figü re taken from Ayhan Zeren s book M ü ik Firiği (1997; 171 ) illustrates the plucking styles: a-) Qanun; b-) Koto; c-) Harpsichord.

^
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Wide surface of the material used in propagating the sound makes for a damping
effect on the strings. Figü re l .b demonstrates the possible State of string when koto
player uses left hand for the tone-color effects. This type of stimulus brings about
clear fundamental and maintains the upper pardals ( as seen in the following spectrographs of two kotos ). Figüre l .c might be held as an example for a harpsichord
quilted with crow’s feather which produces relaüvely well-distributed upper pardals.
The string itself is not sufficient to communicate its energy direcdy to the surrounding air. The bridge and wooden soundboard of these instruments ensure that
the energy of the string vibration is radiated effıciendy as a sound wave. In this connection, the impedance ratio-that is, the relative rigidity of string and soundboarddetermines the persistence and efficiency of the sound with which this energy is
transmitted. The strings are
lighter on the harpsichord,
by comparison with the
piano, but the lesser rigidity
of the soundboard makes
for a higher string-tosoundboard
impedance
ratio. Consequendy, the
sound on the harpsichord
dies more rapidly ( Campbell,
Greated, and Myers 2004:
331). By contrast with the
qanun and koto, the greater
Figüre 2.a Couchet Harpsichord, C minör arpeggiation mass of the vibrating body
of the harpsichord soundboard, as seen on the spectograph, demonstrates a comparadvely more continuand
uniform
ous
maintenance of higher
upper pardals; as a result,
.o
this feature brings about a
bright, full and rich tone
quality ( see the spectrographs of harpsichords in
Figures 2.a and 2.b).
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If the soundboard is too
rigid, nearly ali the energy will
be reflected back onto the

string, and hardly any sound
will emerge. If, on the other
hand, the soundboard is very
responsive, the energy will be
radiated away rapidly, giving a
note with a powerful attack
but little sustained aftersound, as in the case of the
qanun seen in Figü re 3.

Figüre 3. Qanun, attack noise increases on F# in approximately 2.6 second ( ali the
sound recordings were transmitted to scores by the author) .
The elasdcity of stringing material is another factor to determine the quaüty
of the sound: the persistence, and ‘brightness’ or ‘dullness’ of the sound . The
perfect elastic material is metal or brass, and the best brass fusion is copper and
zinc, as found in the traditional harpsichords of the chosen examples. Greater gravity and greater mass of the strings extend the duration of the tone, since the kinetic energy on the strings tend to prolong. On the other hand, Helmholz points
out that “imperfect elasticity and friction generally seem to damp rapid more
quickly than slow vibradons,” and goes on to State that the “ metalik quality of
tone, as comparatively condnuous and uniform maintenance of higher upper partials ” ( 1954: 71) is observed on the harpsichords. In this respect, regarding the
strings of even lighter material used on the qanun and koto ( gut or plastic strings
for the qanun and commonly nylon for the koto) , this explains why the sounds decrease quicldy. ( Compare the spectographs of the qanun, harpsichords and kotos in
Figures 2.a and 2. b, 3, and 4.)
Even though the players of both koto and qanun use plectra, the sound spectra
of the instruments are different. Constant attack noise and intensity of attacks
weaken the persistence of sounds and the fundamental pitches on the qanun. The
sudden impulse point makes for upper pardals which are of equal intensity with,
or even surpass, the prime in strength as seen in its spectograph ( Figü re 3) . When
compared to the spectrographs of harpsichord and koto, the attacks, appearing as
dark red points, illustrate strength of energy, but we can see that they are not con-
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tinuous in character. In addition, its wavegraph indicates that every impact of the
plectra on the strings, which is seen in vertical shape, has sharper outline than that
of the harpsichords and kotos. The fundamental for the harpsichord is evident first,
and the second upper partial for the qanun ( Figüre 3, the qanun; Figures 2.a and
2.b, the harpsichords). The qanun has two strong formant regions, one at 9.5-12
kHz and the other at 20-35 kHz . The intense resonance in these regions brings
out lıigh partials while weakening the fundamental. The second to seventh partials
are very strong. Thus, the qanun ahvays seems to sound in a lıigher register than it
actually is, and when used in ensembles it may literally sound out cabove? the instrumental texture ( Cogan and Escot 1984: 355). As seen in the spectra and waveform of the kotos, as the attack noise and intensity increase, the upper partials die
away quickly and the fundamentals are weaker respectively ( Kotos , Figü re 4). On
the other hand , uniform upper
partials observed in column-like
structures mean that persistence
of sound on kotos is obvious; the
ampü tude of the fundamental
W
and even the first, sixth, oı sef
eooo
venth upper partials are strong
:
!::
and
continuous ( Kotos , Figü re 5).
.
i
When
the attack noise becomes
«
1
more intensive ( as on the kotos
and the qanun), the waveform rem
aches its steady State quickly because its periodicity is not
U T
achieved gradually.
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Figüre 4. Tvvo Kotos, tone-color inflection on Ab just after the 5th second.
The excitation point of the string affects the numbers of modes, amplitudes
of vibration, and phases. Depending on the instrument, the string is plucked at
one of two points during the performance. In the case of the qanun and koto, the
string may be plucked at the çenter of the string; on the harpsichord it is plucked
a quarter of the length from one end . If the string is plucked in the çenter, the
even-numbered partials will be richer, \vhereas plucking either end of the string
will produce a richer sound as a result of rich harmonics ( in the case of the harpsichords). On an instrument with an applied keyboard mechanism, a fixed pluc-
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king / striking point is important in
order to obtain a relatively uniform
tone quality, which was achieved :E2Z...
fırstly on the piano. On the contrary,
the average proportion of plucking
distances on the harpsichords used
as example here varies from 1 / 2 to
1 / 7, which had been made by the
Antwerp harpsichord -maker Jan Couchet. As a result, there exist various
tone qualities at different pitches
where stronger upper partials vary
( Helmholz 1954: 77).

Figüre 5. Kotos , choral effect obtained by
playing technique seen just before the 2nd
second. The choral effect is seen here in the
spectrum of the kotos.

The harpsichords for which
spectra and waveforms are shown in
Figures 2.a and 2.b are made by Jan
Couchet of Antwerp ( 1671) and Pere Bellot of Paris ( 1729). These are used to illustrate sound -quality variants of similar, though not identical, kinds of mechanısm.
The examples consist of the fı rst notes of ascending arpeggios, fırst on the
Couchet harpsichord for the note C2, and second on the Bellot harpsichord for
E2. Normally, in the lowest register of the harpsichord the fundamental is weak,
and the number and energy of the upper partials are great. In the high registers
the fundamental is strong, and the number of partials is small. The f ırst harpsichord does not fit with this conventional expectation because not only are its fundamental and attack stronger than that of the other harpsichord, but also its partials
are rich in number and energy. its second, third, and fifth partials add clearness
and brilliance. On the Bellot harpsichord the energy seems to concentrate on the

fundamental E2 but the partials are poorer.
Each mode decays and radiates at a different rate, depending on the strength
of coupling through the bridge and the resonant properties of the body at the relevant frequency. A change in timbre, sometimes accompanied by a slight change
in pitch, can be heard as the sound dies away; this is due to the fact that different
groups of frequency components dominate at different stages of the decay ( Cogan

and Escot 1984: 279).
In the graphs, the release of C4 shows that the twenty-second partial decays
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later than the thirteenth partial. On the Tournai harpsichord, the fifth partial of
the G4 decays earlier than the fifteenth partial in the body of sound, and seems
weaker. The excitation of the string leaves it vibrating simultaneously in many of
its natural modes. These modes have frequencies which deviate slightiy from an
exact harmonic series because of the stiffness of the string. Thus, this slight inharmonicity at the onset is especially remarkable on the harpsichords in the appearance of swinging waves during the attack. String length and triple strings at
every pitch empower the oscillation of the modes.
The koto can produce a rich variety of tone colors deriving from its playing
techniques, which are associated with some compositions. The left hand supports
tone-color effects, as seen in the pitch inflection used for the note Ab4 on the
graphs. The modes oscillate in the sound body, which becomes clear at the higher
partials. Approximately 20 ms into the kotos last note in the middle of the chosen
passage, Ab inflection made with pressure on the koto is apparent as a frequency
change, especially in the high upper partials.
If we compare the spectrographs of the three instruments, the frequencies higher than 10.000 Hz seem to cut off on the koto, while amplitudes shown as red are
very strong. Lack of higher upper partials in the spectrum means a dull sound,
while presence of high upper partials produces a bright sound in the case of the
harpsichords. The relatively shorter partials seen on the kotos, when compared to
the qanun and harpsichord, may derive from the half-tube soundboard, which does
not efficiently support transmission of the sounds. The small soundboards are not
very effective at radiating low frequencies. The depth of tone characteristic of the
harpsichord is principally due to the large area of its soundboard. The partials on
the koto are relatively clear; attacks and releases are more persistent than on the
harpsichord and qanun. As distinct from those of the koto, the upper partials on
the harpsichord and qanun are relatively rich in number. The harpsichord’s partials,
particularly, are continuous with strong amplitude too. On the qanun, the partials
reach beyond 10.000 Hz.
One acoustic phenomenon that helps give the harpsichord its characteristic
sound is beats. Beats result when one part of the hearing mechanism is excited
simultaneously by two different but close frequencies. After a certain separation
of frequencies is reached, the frequencies excite different parts of the hearing
mechanism; consequently, beats no longer occur. A characteristic of beats is the
necessary slight mistuning of the two or three ‘identicaT strings that harpsichords
have for each pitch. When harpsichord spectra are electronically synthesized with
partials that are in tü ne, they sound ‘cold’ and unlike true harpsichord tones. Ho-
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wever, with süght intonation discrepancies built into the synthesized partials ( and,
of course, with similar onset, body, and release characteristics), the synthesized
spectrum results in a Varm’ sound, and one even indistingnishable from actual
harpsichord tones. These necessary intonation discrepancies of the harpsichord
produce beats of certain speeds and quantities as part of the desirable sound characteristics of the harpsichord-essential elements of its sonority ( Cogan and Escot

1984: 374).
The choral effect is seen here in the spectrum of the kotos. Cogan and Escot
explain this phenomenon by saying that “instruments do not, except by coincidence, play in absolute and precise unison. In pitches perceived as unison, the tunings are usually only approximately alike. The slight spread of each frequency, and
the resulting variety of relatively slow beats, are the elements of choral effect in
any situation where doubling occurs” ( 1984: 374). As we hear in the recording excerpt, if two kotos playing F4 are tuned at 349 and 350 cps, they produce one beat
per second. However, their strong second partials ( 698 and 700 cps) produce two
beats per second, the third partials three beats per second, and so forth. These
slow beats constitute the choral effect. This effect brings about the difficulty of
achieving perfect tuning. Stringed instruments illustrate this phenomenon clearly
because of their vibratos and glissandos. In the spectograph of the kotos , the 'choral effect’ in the doublings can be observed at C4, D4, and F4, even though the
fırst D4 sounds and seems both a more compact and steady partial line. In particular, this effect is combined on both instruments with a glissando starting at F4.
The choral effect also gives a quality of Varmth’ to the sound.
We can see that not only timbre, but also registration and dynamics interplay
with other acoustical phenomena-such as choral effect, beats, attack, decay, and
incidental noise. These 'supranotational’ aspects of music, which lie in the realm
of ‘sonic design,’ contribute a new approach to our musical understanding ( Cogan
and Escot 1984: 397). Spectographic representation and more advanced techniques
in the future may enrich our existing organological classifications by providing
more information about the individual features of musical instruments; they may
also lead to a supranotational System for the representation of synthesized and
electroacoustic music.
1. The notation system of the Japanese music tends to designate tone color
modulations and transformations. Koto notation is a kind of tablature but its
main concern is to specify precisely tone-color effects rather than illustration
of pitch successions. This type of Japanese transmission system, the so-called
syoga, stands between literal and oral traditions ( Kornoda and Nowaga 2002:
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565). Cogan and Escot point out that tone color was reaüzed to a smaller degree
and it had been gradually come to the forth up to the twentieth century since
the European notation tradition primarily takes its departure from the literal
transmission ( 1984: 347).
2. Hajda and his collaborators State that the technological advancement and
‘user-fnendly’ data analysis, however, are neither used in a methodological way
nor applied a working def ınition to the studies ( 1997: 253).
3. Hajda and his associates çite names of many researchers from Helmholz
( 1877 / 1954), to Seashore ( 1938 / 1967), Lichte ( 1941), Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum ( 1957), von Bismarck ( 1974), Pratt and Doak ( 1976), Kendall and
Carterette ( 1993) in their extensive statistical paper on timbre methodology.
4. Schoenberg’s comment foreshadows the beginning of a new epoch in the
European musical culture: The distincüon between tone color and pitch [Klanghöhe\ , as it is usually expressed, I cannot admit without reservations. I find that
the tone makes itself noticeable through tone color, of which one dimension
is Klanghöhe. KJanfarbe is, thus, the main topic, Klanghöhe a subdivision. KJanghöhe
is nothing else but tone color measured in one direction. ( Cramer 2002: 8)
5. Cogan and Escot State that “particularly important in the sound envelope
are its onset ( attack), which includes the attack, growth, and impact noise; its body
( steady State), which may be either a steady unchanging spectrum or one that
changes with time; and its release ( decay), which may involve decay, damping,
and other changes in sound quality” ( 1984: 330).
6. Studies in the area of linguistic phonology such as Preliminaries to Speech Analysis by Roman Jakobson and his collaborators ( 1951), Visible Speech by Ralph Potter and his associates ( 1966), achieved an idea to visualize the speech. Departing
from the relationship between speech and singing, William Vennard, Singing
( 1967) and Richard Miller, On the Art of Singing ( 1996) contributed to the literatüre of phonology and music research. So, spectographs firsdy used by singers
led to understanding the sonic construction in music ( Cogan 1999: 10). 7. The
spectographs discussed here have been produced with the FFT analyses by
using the Spectrum function of MATLAB software with the technical assistance of Can Karadoğan. For a sampling frequency of 44100 Hz, depending
on the resolution, mostly a block length of 4096 samples was chosen. The audio
signal was windowed with a ‘Kaiser’ window in the length of 2048 with 1000
overlapping samples for each column. Also I am indebted to Dr. Paul Whitehead for editing the article.
8. The sound materials analyzed here are taken from the following recordings:
1) Two unmeasured Preludes of Louis Couperin, performed by Davitt Moroney
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on compact disc Integrale de l’Oeuvre de Clavecin ( Harmonia Mundi 1901124.27
1983, tracks: 7, 13, and 25) Kumoi Kokudan ‘High-Pitched Melody’ ( a revision
of Kokudan no sirabe 'Melody in Six Sections’), ascribed to Yatuhasi kengyo, on
compact disc accompanying The GarlandEncyclopedia of WorldMusic. Vol.7. East
Asia: China, Japan and Korea ( Routledge 2002, track 28); Qanun Taksim, performed by Reha Sağbaş on compact disc Laklar, Music of the Sultans, Sufıs and
Seraglio: Minority Composers. Vol. 3 ( Traditional Crossroads 80702-4303-2, 2001,
track 10).
9.Cafer Açın makes a detailed research on the qanun which includes the tensile
of strings and tuning in specific maqams in a section of his book. He States
that the qanun was cited among the Arabic instruments by François-Joseph
Fetiş in his Historie Generalle de La Musique and Jules Ruant’de Lavignac in the
Encyclopedia de La Musique. The invention of the instrument is ascribed to the
philosopher Farabi, Ebu-Nasr Muhammed ( 870-950) in such sources as İ bni
Hallegan of Horasan ( Vefeyatük -Ayan, 2: 122), Corci Zeydan {Medeniyyet-i İslamiye
Tarihi “History of İslam Civilization”), and Rauf Yekta Bey ( Encyclopedia de La
Musique) ( Açın 1989: 149-51).
10. About attack noise Hermann L. F. Helmholz gives the phonetics as example
to point out the effect of the any noises on the tone quality. He States that the
characteristics of languages derive from the irregular or periodical interruptions
of articulating consonants which give a certain form to the tones in the
resonator ( Helmholz 1954: 67).
11. Even though the harp and lute stops of the harpsichord made possible to
produce tone-color effects to a certain extent, in principle, a good performer
was required to maintain equal pressure on the keyboard so that there came
out no sudden distortion in the music of the eighteenth-century playing technique ( Rowland 200: 59).
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